
you and!
Start by thinking of someone you work with regularly.  This could be a personal or professional relationship.  
It should be someone with whom you regularly problem solve and collaborate.  Write their name here:

Now consider both the abilities you are great at, and your colleague is.  Circle one or both (or no) icons next to each ability depending on 
how you view both of your strengths.

And! And!You You

Learn from Others (people + contexts)
This means empathizing with and 
embracing diverse viewpoints, testing 
new ideas with others, and observing and 
learning from unfamiliar contexts.

Experiment Rapidly
This ability is about being able to quickly 
generate ideas - whether written, drawn, or 
built.

Synthesize Information
The ability to make sense of information 
and find insight and opportunity within.

Build and Craft Intentionally
This ability is about thoughtful construction: 
showing work at the most appropriate level 
of resolution for the audience and feedback 
desired.

Navigate Ambiguity
This is the ability to recognize and 
persist in the discomfort of not knowing, 
and then develop tactics to overcome 
ambiguity when needed.

Communicate Deliberately
The ability to form, capture, and relate 
stories, ideas, concepts, reflections, and 
learnings to the appropriate audiences.

Move Between Concrete and Abstract
This ability involves understanding 
stakeholders and purpose in order to 
define the product or service’s features.

Design Your Design Work
This meta ability is about recognizing a 
project as a design problem and then 
deciding on the people, tools, techniques, 
and processes needed to tackle it.

designing your COLLABORATIONS 

esign abilities



Now combine your sounds to see what you might create together.

I notice myself using...
(which ability?)

when...
(moment/context of noticing this ability in play)

I notice my partner using...
(which ability?)

when...
(moment/context of noticing this ability in play)

Together, we are currently working on...

How might we both leverage our strengths and improve our collaboration?

And!You

One way might be... We could also try... Another idea is...
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